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Greetings of Dr. Lang!  
 
We have come to explain to you how to heal your senses. You have learnt about so many energy wheels but 
there are others, which are considered as minor energy wheels for the simple reason that major energy 
wheels are places where all energy strands coincide, and minor energy wheels are places where some energy 
strands coincide. Larger hubs vs. smaller hubs. 
 
When you are healing your senses, the large hub that you should work with is, of course, the crown area and 
the 3rd eye area. But limiting yourself to those larger hubs slows down the healing process.  
 
All senses begin to fail for two reasons: one reason lies in the emotional, psychological, body and the other 
reason lies in the physical body. In the physical body, the process of aging, which has become a conditioned 
natural process, cannot be stopped. But the reason that occurs in the emotional, psychological body can most 
definitely be deterred and in many cases, completely healed.  
 
So today we will focus on the emotional psychological body, and we will point out to you the chakras that 
you can work with, and how to work with these minor chakras.  
 
Let us begin with that one sense that fails the quickest for most: the eyesight. For most, that is the sense that 
begins to reduce first in strength. Let us understand the emotional, psychological reason. There is, of course, 
the refusal to look at self. Your vision is constantly trained outside, straining the sense immensely. 
 
The senses need rest. That is why, when you sleep, your eyes shut naturally. That is rest on a physical body 
level. But on an emotional, psychological level, too, the senses need rest. And they can only rest when they 
are not being trained outside; when they are turned inwards. When this inward rest is not permitted to the 
senses, they begin to start losing strength. In fact, the energy drains outside and away from them, for there is 
a constant need, a constant burden, put upon them to train the energy outside.  
 
There are four tiny chakras that work for this sense (the eye). The two primary chakras are at the beginning 
of the eyebrows. These chakras must be turned with your fingertips. While you are turning, be conscious of 
the pain that you may feel, either at both points or one of the points. That point of pain is evidence of the 
emotional, psychological build up in that chakra, which needs to be cleared. These are minor chakras and 
must not be worked upon heavily, so do not work upon them for more than a minute and a half, at a time. 
 
You may come back to work on them after 8 or 9 minutes again. But not more than 1 ½ minutes at a time. 
Whichever chakra results in the point of pain, is the one you need to clear at that time. Once you have 
cleared the primary chakra, you then work with the secondary minor chakras for the eyesight. The outer 
edge of your eye. The chakra lies nestled beneath this bone structure. Reaching this chakra is difficult 
because it nestles within. This chakra is an extremely delicate chakra and that is why the human body 
protects it so carefully. If this chakra is damaged, you lose your eyesight. When you are working with this 
chakra, it has to be a very gentle turn; no pressure needs to be exerted. Very gently turn the chakra for not 
more than 1 ½ minutes. Working on these four chakras, on a daily basis, will clear the emotional, 
psychological build up, and gather strength back into the physical eyesight, where you will find that though 
the natural conditioned response to aging continues, the emotional psychological reason, being absent, the 
eyesight will gain in strength. 
 
Then we come to a 2nd sense that fails commonly and that is the sense of hearing. Of course, again, you only 
wish to hear what others speak. You do not wish to hear your own inner guidance. Even when you hear what 
others speak, it is very selective indeed. How many of you have learnt to ‘listen’? Pay attention when you 
are with your friends or family. You will find that there are certain persons who will interrupt you, almost as 
soon as you start. You will speak about some experience that you have undergone, and even before you have 
finished, they have started on their own story. You have started on a statement, and without hearing you, 



they give you their response. This shows complete inability to listen. This inability to listen comes from a 
need to prove themselves, for as soon as you begin to draw attention to yourself, whilst speaking, the other 
must pipe up and draw attention to themselves. Their ears have been trained not to listen.  
 
The natural functioning of the ear is therefore reduced. The ears are naturally tuned to listening, not only 
hearing sounds. But due to a deep emotional, psychological need to validate your existence, the natural 
functioning of the ear is cut. When the ears are not permitted to function naturally, as they are supposed to, 
they begin to drain themselves of energy 
 
Remember, any part of the human body that is not worked upon in its natural function, will automatically 
start draining energy. That is why many, many old persons suffer from brain-related issues, for the cells that 
are not in constant use, drain energy. It is very essential to continue different activities daily: from listening 
to music to singing, from writing to reading, from numerics to alphabets, every part of the brain must be 
exercised: to thinking visually, thinking spatially, thinking logically, thinking analytically, allowing 
imagination, fantasy, dream. Each part will be in activation with every individual activity of the brain. 
 
Let us return to the ears. There are two chakras in each ear: the primary and the secondary. The primary 
chakra lies in that which is known as the Eustachian tube. Very difficult to access physically. The only way 
to access it is to give a gentle rub to the ear. This is not a very delicate chakra, so you can rub for a couple of 
minutes. But do not attempt to activate this chakra by putting in any implement. You can cause physical 
damage to the ear.  
 
The 2nd secondary chakra lies behind the soft part of the ear, nestled behind the bone. This chakra is very, 
very fragile. Harm to this part of the bone musculature can cause irreversible damage to the ears. But 
because this bone is strong, it can be worked on vigorously, for the chakra lies nestled behind the bone. 
Another way to activate and clear that chakra is to give the energy to the lower lobes of the brain.  
 
These two senses are the most important to you. The chakra for the sense of taste lies not in the mouth, it lies 
in the throat, and it lies nestled around the throat chakra. When the throat chakra is completely out of 
balance or not functioning or functioning very sluggishly, you will lose your sense of taste. Just heal the 
throat chakra; that works very effectively for bringing back the sense of taste. 
 
The chakra for the sense of touch lies not in the skin at all, but in the heart. Secondary chakras lie behind and 
around the heart. In fact, the entire breast area is filled with small secondary chakras, all related to the sense 
of touch. So it is these areas that one activates, empowers, and energizes for the sense of touch. The sense of 
touch is lost when one closes oneself to any external or internal touch, barricading oneself from others and 
barricading self from self.  
 
The nasal you have already been taught. We will not reiterate. (The nasal chakras lie on the side of the 
nostrils, in the little dent that is present there......Ell) We hope we have been able to share with you vital 
healing tips. When our energies are called upon to heal, the first phase of healing is always carried out on the 
senses, irrespective of what healing is required.  
 
Internal touch translates into the joy of external touch, not the need of external touch.  
 
Is that what we call hands on healing? 
 
Hands on healing is when the palm chakras are activated and the palm chakras become the conduit of 
cosmic energy. 
 
May you all be in joy and health. 
 
Greetings of Dr. Lang! 
 


